
Setting the scene with European Commission DG-INFSO views on INCO
International cooperation in the ICT theme of the FP7 programme – Alvis Ancans

Speaker: Alvis Ancans is in the Information Society and Media Directorate
General (DG INFSO) of the European Commission. He is an International
relations officer within the Unit A2, International Relations.

Alvis Ancans outlined his talk, which would focus on international cooperation in the
ICT theme in the FP7 programme in which there is currently a strong emphasis on
international cooperation.

In the FP7 research programme, it operates on a basis of calls for proposals in which
proposals are submitted to address these and the next call (number 8) has a deadline of
17th January 2012. The following table highlights the objectives currently open.

Challenge Objectives for Call 8 (deadline 17 January 2012)

Challenge 1: Pervasive
and Trusted Network
and Service
Infrastructures

ICT 2011.1.1 Future Networks
ICT 2011.1.2 Cloud Computing, Internet of Services and Advanced
Software Engineering
ICT 2011.1.4 Trustworthy ICT
ICT 20011.1.6 Future Internet Research and Experimentation
(FIRE)

Challenge 3: Alternative
Paths to Components
and Systems

ICT 2011.3.1 Very Advanced NanoelectronicComponents: Design,
Engineering, Technology and Manufacturability
ICT 2011.3.2 Smart Components and Smart Systems Integration
ICT 2011.3.5 Core and Disruptive Photonic Technologies

Challenge 4:
Technologies for Digital
Content and Languages

ICT 2011.4.4 Intelligent Information Management

Challenge 6: ICT for a
Low Carbon Economy

ICT 2011.6.1 Smart Energy Grids
ICT 2011.6.3 ICT for Efficient water Resources Management
ICT 2011.6.7 Cooperative Systems for Energy Efficient and Sustainable
Mobility

Challenge 8: ICT for
Learning and Access to
Cultural Resources

ICT 2011.8.1 Technology-Enhanced Learning

Future and Emerging
Technologies

ICT 2011.9.6 FET Proactive: Unconventional Computation (UCOMP)
ICT 2011.9.7 FET Proactive: Dynamics of Multi-Level Complex Systems
ICT 2011.9.8 FET Proactive: Minimising Energy Consumption of
Computing to the Limit (MINECC)
ICT 2011.9.12 Coordinating Communities, Identifying New Research
Topics for FET Proactive Initiatives…
ICT 2011.9.14 Science of Global Systems

Horizontal Actions ICT 2011.11.1 Pre-Commercial Procurement Actions

The next Call 9 will open in January 2012 and close in April 2012. There will be a
specific objective on international cooperation ICT 2011.10.3 called International
Partnership Building and Support to Dialogues (Enable Partnership Building in Low and
Middle Income Countries, incl. Africa)

The Commission recognises the need to cooperate internationally, with the following
objectives:



 To jointly develop ICT solutions to major global societal challenges;
 To jointly respond to major global technological challenges by developing

interoperable solutions and standards;
 To improve scientific and technological cooperation

for mutual benefit.

A number of general points were raised about the supports related to international
cooperation, including international partners welcome in all Challenges and Objectives
and there is an eligibility criteria that needs to be satisfied including a minimum of 3
different EU Member States or Associated Countries and beyond this minimum, all non-
EU/non-AC countries can participate. For targeted openings in which countries are
specifically mentioned within the objectives, the participation of third countries is
particularly encouraged. There have been some horizontal actions on international
cooperation including coordinated calls with Brazil and with Russia and related to
international partnership building and support to dialogues. A number of past, current
and future targeted open calls were highlighted on a country by country basis.

Japan
Calls 7, call 8 and call 9 had targeted calls with Japan in the following objectives:

Call 7: deadline passed
• Objective ICT-2011.1.3 Internet-connected Objects,
• Objective ICT-2011.3.6 Flexible, Organic and Large Electronics and Photonics.
• Objective ICT-2011.5.2 Virtual Physiological Human

Call 8: deadline 17 January 2012
• Objective ICT-2011.1.1 Future Networks,
• Objective ICT-2011.1.2 Cloud Computing, Internet of Services and Advanced

Software Engineering,
• Objective ICT-2011.3.1 Very Advanced Nanoelectronic Components,
• Objective ICT-2011 9.6 FET Proactive: Unconventional Computation (UCOMP).

Call 9: deadline April 2012
• Objective ICT-2011.5.2 Virtual Physiological Human

Brazil
There already was a first EU-Brazil coordinated call announced in September 2010

at the ICT 2010 event, Digitally Driven with a joint funding of €10 million (€5 million each
side). After evaluation and negotiation, five projects started in May-Sept 2011 with
average project durations of 24-30 months. The projects being funded are in the areas of
Future Internet Experimental Facilities and Security, Microelectronics and Micro-
Systems, Networked Monitoring and Control, and e-Infrastructures. In November 2011,
an agreement was reached between the European Commission and the Brazilian
government to launch a new EU-Brazil coordinated call with a joint funding of €10 million.
The Call for Proposals will focus on such areas as cloud computing for science,
sustainable technologies for smart cities, smart platforms for a smarter society, and
hybrid broadcast-broadband TV applications and services. Following evaluation and
negotiation, projects are expected to kick-off in 2013.



Russia
The first coordinated call under the FP7 ICT 2011-2012 Work Programme was

agreed with the Russian Ministry of Education and Science. The focus was on the
following areas: Programming Models and Runtime Support, Performance Analysis
Tools for High-Performance Computing Optimisation, Scalability and Porting of Codes.
As a result, two EU-Russian coordinated projects started in Feb 2011.  Both are
separate EU and Russian projects linked through a coordination agreement: 1. HOPSA
(HOlistic Performance System Analysis); duration 24 months; funding: €1.4 million from
the EU side and 20 million roubles from the Russian side; 2. APOS (Application
Performance Optimisation and Scalability); duration 24 months; funding: €1.2 million
from the EU side and 19 million roubles from the Russian side.

What does the future hold for International Cooperation?
The work programme for 2013 is currently under preparation and is expected to be

published in the first half of 2012. It is expected that there will be coordinated Calls with
Brazil and Russia (currently under discussion; topics: high-performance computing and
semantic web) and the possibility of coordinated Calls with Australia, South Africa,
Mexico and Japan are in the pipeline – more likely in 2013 or later. On the international
cooperation theme (CSA), there is an expected budget increase (up to €7 million) and a
comprehensive geographic coverage.

On the question of who can participate:

• Three independent legal entities from three different EU Member States or
Associated countries (presently: Albania (AL), Bosnia-Herzegovina (BA), Croatia
(HR), the Faroes (FO), Iceland (IS), Israel (IL), Liechtenstein (LI), FYR of
Macedonia (MK), Montenegro (ME), Norway (NO), Serbia (SR), Switzerland (CH),
Turkey (TR));

• EEIGs composed of members that meet the criteria above can participate;
• International (intergovernmental) organisations;
• participants from third countries if in addition to minima;
• Collaborative projects for specific cooperation actions (SICA) dedicated to

international cooperation partner countries (ICPC): minimum 4 participants of
which 2 in different MS or AC and 2 in different ICPC countries unless otherwise
specified ;

• Support actions; no restrictions.

The talk concluded with a summary of the eligibility for community funding:
• Legal entities from MS and AC or created under Community law (and the JRC);
• International European interest organisations;
• Legal entities established in international cooperation partner countries (ICPC-

INCO);

Legal entities established in 3rd countries other than ICPC-INCO, if provided for in SP or
WP; or if essential for carrying out action; or if funding is provided for in a bilateral
agreement between Community and that country.


